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The Tenders: Embrasures in the Fort’s Addition 
 
For ELO 2020, we propose ​The Tenders: Embrasures in the Fort’s Addition​, a new 
mixed reality performance that constructs poetic architectures and virtual landscapes as 
anti-monuments to invert and queer colonial narratives and their underlying 
mechanisms of power and desire. Bringing together augmented reality and virtual 
environments created using a variety of 3d scanning technologies, ​The Tenders​ centers 
on the persistent ghost of Fort Dearborn, the footprint of a long-gone colonial-era 
military garrison out of which modern Chicago was born. The fort is re-encountered in 
the performance as the virtual presence of a gay cruising ground, setting the stage for a 
messy poetic inquiry into settler colonialism and its “libidinous attachments to stolen 
land​1​.” The work’s embodied poetics and emblematic atemporal environment will draw 
connections between the forced expulsion of indigenous bodies in the 19th century and 
contemporary immigration policy and xenophobic rhetoric in the United States. 
 
The creative and political seeds for ​The Tenders​ were planted when we were invited to 
create a performance for a small museum attached to the movable DuSable bridge, a 
celebrated innovation of modern engineering named for the city’s first non-indigenous 
resident. The bridge is located on the former site of Fort Dearborn, a military stronghold 
erected by Anglo-European settlers in 1803, and destroyed by the indigenous 
Potawatomi nation in 1812 in response to encroachment upon and expropriation of their 
ancestral lands. The full force of the settler-colonial response to this act of indigenous 
resistance was not felt until 1835 when, leveraging Andrew Jackson’s Indian Removal 
Act, the settlers expelled the Pottawatomie from their ancestral lands, forcing them to 
relocate west of the Mississippi. Opposite the former fort sits Trump International Hotel 
and Tower. The presence of the tower in relation to the fort--the bridge representing the 
“origin” of post-indigenous Chicago and the pro-colonial white martyr narrative of the 
bridge’s museum--allowed us to see a throughline connecting the entitlement of white 
settler colonialism with the rhetoric and policies of contemporary white nationalism and 
xenophobia that threaten immigrants and people of color as well as queer, trans and 
other “deviant” bodies.  
 
The work’s title refers to the somewhat obscure name for a neighborhood in downtown 
Chicago, the “Fort Dearborn Addition,” which is used by the gay dating and cruising site, 
manhunt.com, to describe the geolocation of users in the city blocks surrounding the 
former fort. In the course of our research we learned that with the formation of the city of 
Chicago, the grounds of the fort were privatized, expanded, and parceled out for sale, 
becoming an origin of what was to become the modern 20th century city. This 
“disappearance by addition” is reflected in the persistence of an arcane designation of 
territory, and led us to think about the complex relations between settler colonialism, 
queerness, and indigeneity which are at the heart of this project. 
 
How can one critique the dispossesion and genocide that form the bedrock of settler 
colonialism from ​within​ the privileged fort of settler colonialism? As white, queer, cis 
men, we are actively grappling with the complexities of creating work that critically 
engages with indigenous histories in a way that is ethical, in solidarity with 
contemporary indigenous polititical struggles, and which does not recreate the 
exploitative colonial dynamics we seek to critique. To this end, we have been 
researching local indigenous histories and seeking guidance from inidigenous 
organizations. This meta question will inevitably inform, reform and deform the work as 
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Technical Requirements for ​The Tenders: Embrasures in the Fort’s Addition 
 
The performance requires a reasonably large performance area because we are 
creating “monumentally” large poetic architectures in augmented reality. While we don’t 
have specific measurement requirements and can adapt, a large space is best. We 
require a large projection for our virtual landscapes, and preferably a second projection 
or large flat screen to stream the augmented reality views from our iOS devices for the 
audience to access. If the space is not conducive to two sizable projections, we can 
alternate our materials on a single screen. 
 
 
 
